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EDITORIAL
Once more I should like to wish everybody a Very Happy New
Year. 2007 – doesn’t time fly? – especially as one gets older!
Hopefully our members and friends who read our newsletter will
enjoy the contents of this edition. Another real miscellany of
articles have been submitted.
I continue to include as many Martlesham related stories as I can
find and I am indebted to our museum archivist, Alan Smith for
another such contribution.
I never ceased to be amazed at our success! With a regular
attendance at our monthly meetings well in excess of 100 and
sometimes 150 we must be getting something right! Especially at
a time when many clubs and societies are complaining of falling
membership. Our membership secretary has reported that we are
on the verge of exceeding a membership of 300. Of course,
continued high attendance figures at our monthly meetings does
depend upon the quality of the speakers and in that respect we
have to thank our Programme Secretary, Vicky Hall. I am also
convinced that our Publicity Secretary, Howard King is doing a
great job promoting the Society. On your behalf I should like to
thank them and all those willing volunteers who help towards our
continued success.

Finally – A thought for the day!

COINCIDENCES
I have received correspondence from Grahame Dixey who served
at Martlesham Heath from May 1951 to October 1953, as an Air
Wireless Mechanic, later Air Wireless Fitter. Grahame mentioned
a story in which he tells of a detachment to RAF Valley to support
the dropping of an experimental 5000lb bomb.
The aircraft chosen for the operation was a Canberra from the
bomb Ballistics Unit at Martlesham. This was piloted by Squadron Leader Neil Pollack who recently gave us a talk about his

To-day, dear Lord I am 80, and there is much I have not done,
So I hope, dear Lord, you will let me live until I am 81.
By then, if I have not finished all I want to do,
Would you please let me stay a while until I am 82.
So many things I want to do, there is still so much to see
Do you think you could manage to make it 83.
The world is changing very fast, there is such a lot in store,
I would like it very much to live until I am 84.
And if by then I am still alive, I would like to stay until I am 85.
More innovations will rake place, and I’d love for you to fix
So I can see what’s going on when I turn 86.
I know, dear Lord, it is much to ask, and it must be nice in Heaven,
But I would really like to stay around until I am 87.
I know by then I won’t be fast and sometimes I’ll be late
And it would be nice to be around until I am 88.
I will have seen so many things and had a lovely time
So I am sure I would be willing to live till 89.
Dear Lord, thank you kindly, I have one more thing to say
If it is OK with you, 90 plus would really make my day.
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As always I look forward to receiving your contributions.
ED

We welcome the following members who have joined since April:Philip Argent
Douglas Atfield
Keith Bloomfield Alan Bundock
Barry Chittock
Roger Coton
Betty Everson
Ronald Everson
Geoff. Franklin
James Frisby
Les Golledge
Frank Hercliffe
Peter Jones
Michael King
Hedley Molland John Mutimer
Stan Reeves
Trixie Reeves
Terence Smith
Christopher Steward
Guy Templeman.
Apologies to any we may have missed.

Ray Bedwell
Maureen Bundock
Graham Dixey
David Finnie
Peter Garwood
Ann Hutchings
Graham Lovell
Chas. Phillips
Danny Schurman
John Tedder

Service of Remembrance - Sunday 12th November 2006
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who were
able to attend and those who helped in the arrangements of our
Service of Remembrance.
A special thanks to the Revd. Ian Naylor for taking the service and
to all our guests who came from far and wide in order to participate
in our act of Remembrance.
Wing.Cdr. Allen Bone - RAF

Lt.Col. Shawn Pederson - USAF

Staff Sgt. Robert Drake - AAC

Supt. John Everett - S/Constabulary

Capt. Nichelle Brokering - USAF

1st Martlesham Scouts

Royal British Legion

RAFA association

Suffolk Aircrew Association

Richard Barker

I would also like to thank Richard Barker for personally funding the
re-instatement of the gold lettering on the RAF Memorial and for the
cleaning of both memorials prior to the service. Richard is now
looking at the restoration of the brass plate and lettering on the 356th
memorial. We are indebted to him for his generosity and I’m sure
you join me in thanking him most sincerely.

Martyn Cook - Chairman and Parade Marshall
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Martlesham experiences. The Canberra was a low-slung aircraft
and to load this particular experimental bomb it was necessary to
retract the nose wheel in order to load the bomb from the rear.
The bomb was designed to detonate at 30ft using a radar fusing
mechanism. Unfortunately upon arriving over the target area the
bomb refused to part from the Canberra. The pilot then decided to
jettison the bomb in the North Sea bomb dropping area. This was
also unsuccessful despite throwing the aircraft around to dislodge
the bomb.
There was no alternative other than return to RAF Valley. On
informing Valley that he was returning with a live bomb on board,
he was told by Flying Control to wait while the Station Commander was told. Permission was given to land on the far side of
the airfield away from the Control Tower!
Neil Pollack told me that he proceeded to make the worst landing
he had ever made in a Canberra. Even the crew took him to task
for the landing, especially with a live bomb on board! Apparently
his oxygen bottle, which was attached to his harness in the event
of a high altitude bale out, had moved during the attempts to
throw the aircraft about to jettison the bomb. This restricted full
rearward movement of the stick and he was unable to flare out
fully. Hence the bad landing!
A separate incident involving the Martlesham Canberra was then
told to me by Neil Pollack. On one occasion the Martlesham
Canberra refused to lower it’s nosewheel and Neil was the pilot.
He was reminded of the incident whilst on a cruise with his wife!
On their table was someone who said he had also served at
Martlesham, where he had witnessed a skilful landing of a Canberra with the nosewheel up. He described how the pilot had held
the nose up for as long as possible. Neil thanked him for the
compliment to the pilot, who, he explained, happened to be
himself. Small world!
At our November meeting we had a visit from one of our long
distance members. Peter Biggs and his wife were holidaying in
the area from their home at Nuneaton and had arranged to be here
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for one of our meetings. Peter was a navigator and was attached
to the Bomb Ballistics Unit at Martlesham. He also explained that
he flew as Wing Commander Neil Pollack’s navigator.
I mentioned this to Neil and he told me that he was the navigator
on the Canberra when the nosewheel refused to lower. Peter was
told to pump it down by hand. He tried without success, raising
blisters on his hand in the process! Neil landed with one hand on
the control column and one hand on the canopy jettison handle.
Thanks to Grahame Dixey this story has come to light and I would
ask any of our members if they have any memories I can add to
the archives, I would be only too pleased to receive them and
maybe pass them on for inclusion in “Runway 22”.

ALAN SMITH – MUSEUM ARCHIVIST
Grahame Dixey has also contributed a letter to our website...
www.MHAS.org.uk. ED.

THE OLD BASE
Watchtower in a field of corn
Crumbling Nissens – so forlorn
Hangars used for storing wood
Barley where the mess once stood
What memories still linger here!
Comradeship and Waaf’s and beer
Engines roaring with such might
Friends who vanished in the night
Bravery and gripping fear
What memories linger here

Ken Forester (90 Sqdn)

born and had a nuclear bomb carrying capacity. It could also carry
no less than eight 1000lb bombs slung under the wings.
Tom Eeles, with the help of our digital projector and numerous
images taken by him, related his service career in the Far East
with the aircraft carrier Victorious. Eventually he returned to the
UK to become a flying instructor with Gnats before once again
flying Buccaneers as an instructor teaching RAF pilots. Whilst
flying with the pupil in the rear seat one engine failed to respond
as they aborted a take-off. They both baled out at about 150ft and
Group Captain Eeles injured his back and it was three months
before he recovered.
A fascinating talk delivered by a very good speaker and a vote of
thanks was given by one of our members, Ralph Rutherford,
who is also an ex RAF pilot.
Our monthly meeting in December featured one of our own
members. Mr Harry Watson joined the RAF in 1952 and retired
as a Flight Lieutenant in 1977 after an eventful career.
Harry was a navigator and his illustrated talk was mainly about
his time in Borneo and Malaya flying the Scottish Aviation Twin
Pioneer. A video of the Twin Pioneer was shown and this was
followed by a slide show of images taken by Harry Watson at the
time.
The Twin Pioneer was an interesting aeroplane which was designed for both civil and military use. It had an extremely short
take off and landing capability making it particularly useful on the
type of temporary, short runways encountered in wartime conditions. It had a crew of two, consisting of pilot and navigator and
could carry up to 13 troops. It was powered by two Alvis Leonides radial engines.
Harry’s time in Borneo and Malaya was during the communist
bid for supremacy in that region and the stories of his experiences
under battle conditions were most interesting. His modesty probably hid some of the very real danger being encountered in that
theatre of war during the 50’s and 60’s.
Ed.
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the help of the navigator he flew back to England. He saw the
lights of an airfield and circled twice before coming in. One
engine failed just on the approach but he made a wheels down
landing. The airfield was RAF Cranwell.
October, and our speaker was Mr Tom Wingham. This was
another story of courage, endurance and luck and once again
featured a Halifax. The title was, “The First and Last Flight of A
Halifax Bomber.” Tom joined the RAF in 1939, when he was just
18. He joined 102 squadron in January 1943 flying in Halifax
bombers. He took part in many dangerous raids including Berlin,
Essen, Dortmund and Stettin right over on the Baltic coast. After
he completed his “tour” of ops. He was posted to Boscombe
Down as an instructor. After volunteering for another tour of ops.
he once more found himself in a Halifax bomber and was eventually shot down over Dusseldorf. The pilot and mid upper machine
gun operator were unfortunately killed in the crash, but Tom
Wingham survived along with the rest of the crew and most were
picked up by the French Resistance near Liege. After some
hair-raising “adventures” Tom finally reached neutral Switzerland where he and other aircrew, including Americans, reached
safety.
An extraordinary experience told with typical modesty. A vote of
thanks was given by Gordon Kinsey.
In another packed meeting in November, we were entertained to
an illustrated talk by Group Captain Tom Eeles, (retd), entitled
“Cat shots and Deck Landings – Flying Buccaneers off Aircraft
Carriers.”
Tom Eeeles came from his home at Bury St Edmunds to deliver
a fascinating account of much of his flying career. After qualifying as a pilot with the RAF in the 1960’s Tom was flying
Canberra’s in Germany. The Fleet Air Arm at the time were short
of pilots and he volunteered to become a naval pilot. The Blackburn Buccaneer was a new low-level, twin seater attack aircraft
that was just coming into service. Tom Eeles spoke with affection
of this aircraft and he spent more flying hours flying this type than
any other aircraft. It was a large and heavy aeroplane to be carrier

Pssst… WANNA BUY A HALIFAX?
An article in the Handley Page magazine took my eye and I relate
the following from it. Mr Fred Gardiner, recently demobbed from
the RAF in 1946, had obtained a Postmaster General’s Certificate
of Competence as a flight radio operator.
Fred relates that he applied for a post with the London Aero and
Motor Services. They were based a Elstree and Fred was to be a
radio officer on one of the two Halifax bombers that had been
converted to freight carrying. They were to be flown by a crew of
three.
At Radlett in Hertfordshire the Handley Page Company was
completing a contract to build Halifax bombers, although the war
was at an end. They were fitted with the powerful Bristol Hercules 100 engines. These brand new Halifax bombers were available to purchase at around £600 each! Can you believe it? Apart
from these bargain basement brand new Halifax bombers there
must have been hundreds of battle scarred Halifaxes lying around
on airfields all over Britain. Now all we have left is a sad Halifax
dredged from a fiord in Norway and to be found in the Royal Air
Force Museum at Hendon and another Halifax, ironically also
dredged from a Norwegian fiord and now being painstakingly
restored in Canada.
Oh yes! And by the way, wanna buy one of Bristol Aircraft
Company’s sophisticated Hercules sleeve valve radial engines?
£20 quid to you! Such was the way of the world in 1946!
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ALAN POWELL

SKYBIRD RED LEADER RETURNS TO BASE
The following story of luck and courage is told by USAAF
Squadron Leader Clint Sperry.
The date was May 19th 1944 and he was the leader of 8 aircraft of
2nd section, 352nd squadron USAAF. One of a total of 48 P-47’s

who were making their way to a rendezvous with B17’s south of
the Hague. The target was to be Brunswick.
The oil temperature gauge in Clint Sperry’s P-47 began to climb
and despite opening the oil cooler doors the temperature continued to increase. Eventually the oil pressure began to fall and it
became obvious that he would have to turn back. At just over
12000ft and about 40/50 miles from the English coast he broke
radio silence to report, “Skybird Red Leader leaving formation”.
He broke clear of the others and dropped the nose to increase the
speed at reduced power. The engine began to run extremely
roughly and Sqdn Ldr Sperry feared that the engine would actually tear itself from its mountings. He was once more obliged to
break radio silence to report that the engine had stopped. The terse
reply from the Group Leader was simply, “get out”.
Clint Sperry was now descending through 9000ft and he was not,
in his own words, “ready to test the waters of the North Sea!”
Surprisingly he decided not to jettison the external tanks for fear
that if one of them failed to release he would be left with even
more serious aerodynamic problems. He relates that, “by holding
my speed up I could comfortably control the aircraft and hold my
descent as close to 1000ft per minute as possible”. It now looked
feasible to belly into the marshes somewhere between Orfordness
and Felixtowe. Thanks to a helpful tail wind the stricken P47
arrived over the English mainland at nearly 2000ft at about 300
mph.
Dead ahead lay Martlesham Heath. The 356th Fighter Group were
lined up on all three runways and preparing to pick up the return
escort of bombers from the Brunswick raid. The only option was
to land on the grass and try to avoid crossing any of the runways.
Sqdn Ldr Sperry takes up the story… “I would guess at about
300ft and still in my turn with a few degrees to go to line up for
final, I was now committed to keep the tanks on. A quick glance
at hydraulic pressure assured enough for gear and maybe flaps.
Still holding at 125-130 because I needed solid control with a
final descent line estimated to put me on the very edge of the field
boundary. It was important to compensate for a very heavy
Page 5

Finally and perhaps most crucially, the following amazing flaw in
the German chain of command. The German Intelligence service
was called Abwehr and after Adolph Hitler came to power it was
frequently at odds with both the Nazi controlled organisations, the
SD Security Service and the Gestapo. Abwehr and the SD Security Service operated separately and both trained their own spies.
In 1943 several members of Abwehr, including Wilhelm Canaris,
the head of that organisation, became active in the anti Nazi
resistance movement. In 1943 the Gestapo began to investigate
Abwehr and after the July 1944 Hitler assassination plot Abwehr
was absorbed into the SD Security Service. Several ex members
of Abwehr, including Wilhelm Canaris, were found guilty of
treason and executed.
For all these reasons perhaps it is not, after all surprising, that the
British actually controlled all the German spies on English soil
and recruited them as double agents. Perhaps, also, it goes some
way to explaining why the Germans could never believe that the
Enigma cipher was being broken and read.
Extraordinary times indeed….!!
ALAN POWELL

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
Our September meeting featured Air Commodore Graham Pitchfork who came all the way from Gloucestershire and was accompanied by his wife. He has written some books about various
aspects of aviation, but for his talk he spoke about “The Men
Behind the Medals”. Various acts of extraordinary bravery during
WW2. One such story entailed a bomb aimer who received the
Conspicuous Gallantry Medal for successfully flying a Halifax
bomber back to England after the pilot baled out. The aircraft was
hit over the target and the pilot assumed the aircraft was doomed.
He ordered the crew to abandon ship but baled out himself before
making sure that everyone was out. The Halifax was in a steep
dive and held by a cone of searchlights. The bomb aimer seized
the controls and managed to get the bomber under control. With
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incoming aircraft, it nevertheless was a fully steerable and mobile
system. Although the British “Chain Home” system was superior
and also fully functional at the outbreak of the war, it was the
ingenious way we deployed our radar via filter rooms and visual
displays at Fighter Command HQ that was decisive.
RV Jones noted the code name “Freya” before it was known what
it was. He was aware that Freya was a mythical Norse goddess
and he looked into the fable. It seems that she was a fertility
goddess rather like Venus. This was of little help! However, Jones
then saw that Freya possessed a necklace that enabled her to “see
to the horizon during day or night”. Jones thought quite logically
that this could be the name of a form of radar.
It seems extraordinary that the Germans could choose names that
held such heavy clues, but they often did so. The navigation beam
known as Knickebein was refined from two parallel beams to a
more complicated single beam from a single transmitter. This, we
discovered was the “X” and “Y” Geraet, system. It went under the
German code name of “Wotan”. RV Jones knew that Wotan was
another Scandinavian legendary figure and that he possessed only
one eye. The inference was that the new navigation system was a
single beam. All useful information to scientists who had so little
to go on.
All this German ingenuity was severely handicapped by a number
of factors apart from the infantile use of helpful code names. I
mentioned the German naval use of the Seetakt radar system.
However, the use of this was due to some officers who did not
actually make policy and the fact was that the Kreigsmarine,
(German navy), regarded radar as low priority and this stifled
development.
Inter-service rivalry affects many nations but was a particular
handicap to the German war effort. Apparently Herman Goering
didn’t discover the Kreigsmarine radar work until the summer of
1938. He was furious that he had not been informed but the
Kreigsmarine were unrepentant and more or less said that if the
Luftwaffe wanted radar they should get it themselves!

aircraft. ie full load of ammunition, full internal and external fuel,
(less 20 minutes), plus four stationary Hamilton prop. blades,
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Rotation from a very steep approach was going to have to be
smooth and steady to avoid stalling either wing, for I’m very
committed. Rotation was complete and in spite of much higher
than normal touch-down speed SX-E dropped hard into the soft
boundary turf and rolled no more than 1500ft to a stop well short
of the intersection and parallel to the squadron whose lead elements were continuing their take-off roll.
A jeep monitoring the 356th FG departures arrived beside the
aircraft simultaneously as I came to a stop. A Colonel climbed on
to my left wing, lit a cigarette and handing it to me said, “I never
would have believed it!”
My greeting was made by Col. Philip Tukey, CO of the 356th
Fighter Group. Later Colonel Tukey told me that my final approach, (which he was very concerned about), was spectacular.
Disappointingly he was not referring to my flying, but the condensation streaming off the wing tips all the way! During the final
seconds of landing rotation he told me there was a sheet of white
from the tips to the wing roots.”
A new P&W R-2800 engine was installed by the 356th FG fitters
and three days later Squadron Leader Clint Sperry flew out of
Martlesham Heath. Apparently a rag had been left in a vital place
and caused the fuel starvation.
I wonder how many similar extraordinary stories could have been
related during the six years between 1939 and 1945?
Ed.
Squadron Leader Clint Sperry, whose remarkable flying skills are
related in the previous article, (Skybird Leader Returns To Base),
has written the following affectionate appreciation of his time in
England. There is no clue as to when it was written but it was
obviously during the time when the Raydon Wings Air Show was
a regular event.
Ed.

ONE OF THE MANY
As a pilot member of the originally established 353rd Fighter
Group formed in the United States and a friend and supporter of
the Raydon Wings Air Show Organisation, I am honoured to
attempt to answer the following question… Why do American
pilots and their crews return to their wartime airfields in England?
The following is based on my own experience, input from fellow
pilots and the knowledge that American pilots have, since the end
of the war over Europe, had a keen interest in returning to England and their bases of operations during the war years.
The desire to return seems to be based largely upon two dominant
factors. The first is a genuine wish to be received again by a
people who gave so freely of their compassion and support while
enduring most difficult times of their own. Like thousands of
others, I was greeted on arrival at Southampton in June 1943 by
warm, cheerful and gracious people with an incredible sensitivity
to the uncertainties we were to face in the days ahead.
Not surprisingly the second desire is to revisit a familiar territory
that once served as our home away from home and rekindle
memories of the many dedicated friends with whom we shared
the ever present uncertainties of wartime life. The airfield and
base of operations was a community within itself surrounded by
towns and villages that offered friendly and enjoyable diversities.
The 353rd Fighter Group arrived at Raydon airfield as a seasoned
fighter group. I flew my 94th and last combat mission from this
airfield on July 4th 1944.
(Ironically Independence Day in the United States). For me personally, a return to England offers an opportunity to pay tribute to
those 3,812 Americans on the hillside at Madingly, who came to
Britain but never went home.
CLINT SPERRY
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GERMAN RADAR – SUCCESSES AND FAILURES
The origins of the development of Radar are as old as radio itself.
Indeed, Marconi remarked upon the phenomenon that radio
waves “bounced” off solid objects. Therefore it is not surprising
that other countries apart from Britain started working on the
defence advantages of this during the 1930’s.
We may have been under the illusion that we were the only
country looking into the development of what the Americans
were to call “Radar”. In fact German researchers put together a
continuous wave radar system in 1934 which was able to detect
the presence of a battleship in Kiel harbour. German radar development outpaced that of the British, at least in the short term.
For technical reasons long wavelengths were at that time the way
forward but some German researches persevered with short
wavelength development and a system known as “Seetakt” was
installed in the pocket battleship “Graf Spee” in 1938 Its purpose
was to find potential prey during its cruise around the Atlantic.
Reports suggest that although this early radar was very unreliable,
nevertheless the Graf Spee found it useful.
As we know the Graf Spee was attacked by three Royal Navy
cruisers in December 1939 and after running for Montevideo
harbour for repairs, eventually scuttled in international waters
outside the harbour. The captain was of the mistaken opinion that
a large British naval force was waiting for it.
Professor RV Jones, the brilliant young scientist was of the
opinion that Germany possessed some form of radar, although the
British technical hierarchy were sceptical. We were able to inspect the half sunken hulk of the Graf Spee and Professor Jones
asked for a report on the strange aerial system found on its bridge.
He concluded correctly that this was a form of radar.
Another, and more important German radar system was known
under the code name of “Freya”. It was the German equivalent of
our “Chain Home” radar, although its maximum range was less
and it was incapable of determining accurately the height of
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ceiling, 23000ft. Its high flying capability was used to good effect
against Zeppelins.
Following the Armistice in 1918 the Airco DH-4 was soon replaced by later designs and several DH-4’s were donated to the
fledgling air forces then being formed in Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa.
In the United States it would serve for many years with the Army
Air Corps, the Navy and the Marines.
In 1918 the US Post Office were loaned several DH-4’s from the
army to pioneer airmail routes across the country. For this purpose they were converted to single seat aeroplanes to increase
cargo carrying capability. Up to 500lb of mail could be carried.
They were used in this role until 1927, when the US postal
services were privatised.
The aircraft were returned to the army and the Airco DH-4 finally
went out of service in the United States in 1932.
ALAN POWELL

PAIN
I’ve joined the air force!
He spoke with pride
His mother wept - his father sighed
Eighteen years old – a volunteer
Distant glory outshone his fear
His was the joy of soaring flight
The ominous path of wings at night
His was a death in blazing hell
That burst and shattered as it fell
He didn’t feel the slightest pain
The fighters bullets pierced his brain
It isn’t he that I am sorry for
But his parents – they felt the pain of war.
Page 11

LETTER SPOT
I received the following letter from Wing Commander (Retd),
Dick Storer, who is an Honorary Vice President of our society
and who lives at Baylham His rare breeds farm is a great place to
take the grandchildren!.
Ed.
Dear Alan,
I was interested to read the account of the parachute silk ball
gown and the Ju 88 crash in the latest Runway 22. (September
2006 edition. ED). I was living at Baylham Mill during the war
and I saw this aircraft come down. In the days that followed the
crash I went to have a look at the crash site. Initially the area was
guarded; however, when the guards were withdrawn I and a few
other local boys rummaged around and found all sorts of interesting bits and pieces, including live cannon shells. These shells
were collected and carried home where, with the use of some
pliers and a bit of brute force, the heads could be taken off and the
shell case contents removed for use in home-made fireworks or
just for throwing onto bonfires etc.
The crash site is not actually next to the river Gipping, it is almost
opposite the 'Boathouse Cottages' on the old Norwich Road and
about 30 - 40 yards into the field opposite. There are still willow
trees living at the spot where the pilot's chute got snarled
up though they may not be the actual ones involved at the time.
Regards,
Richard Storer
Baylham House Rare Breeds Farm.
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The following comes from one of our hard-working museum
volunteers. Ed
Danger Money!
Its dangerous working at M.H.A.S. Control Tower Museum – I
was savaged by a wild animal!
Whilst working on the Anderson shelter, I noticed that the front
corrugated steel sheets which had been propped up against the
discarded curved sheets, had fallen flat on the ground. I made a
mental note to prop them up again when I got a spare moment, so
that they would stand a better chance of drying out.
When the moment came, I lifted the first sheet and propped it up.
When I lifted the second sheet a small
field mouse emerged. It did not scamper
away but stood on its hind legs looking at
me. I bent down and was allowed to stroke
its head. All of a sudden the mouse
squealed and bit my forefinger, hanging
on as I withdrew my hand. It then released
itself, squealed, again and retired a couple
of feet. The reason for this behaviour became apparent when I
lifted the last sheet and half a dozen or more field mice ran in all
directions. In the centre of the sheet on the ground was a nest and
the first mouse was probably the mother protecting her brood.
Luckily the mouse did not draw blood. Perhaps we should have a
Game Warden with us to protect us against attacks by wild animals?
COLIN WHITMORE

aeroplane for the Great War and this could also be described as a
multi role aeroplane. The De Havilland DH4 was designed in
1916 and saw service between 1917 and 1932.
This was the aircraft being flown by 2nd Lt Lovell, who Alan
Smith wrote about in his. “Museum Jottings”, which appeared in
the September issue of “Runway 22”.
Gordon Kinsey’s book “Martlesham Heath” records 8 separate
DH4’s at Martlesham during 1917 for engine trials, armament
trials and production aircraft tests.
It was used extensively by the American Army Air Corps for
many years and of the 6295 built, 4846 were built under licence
in the United States.
It was powered originally by the very reliable Rolls Royce Eagle
12 cylinder, water cooled aero engine. Most American built
DH-4’s were fitted with the American designed and built Liberty
12 cylinder water-cooled aero engine.
During the latter stages of the Great War the De Havilland Airco
DH-4 was used as a high altitude bomber and reconnaissance
aircraft. The ceiling height was 23000ft and at this height it was
invulnerable to German fighters. Oxygen was carried and the
two-man crew, perhaps surprisingly for the time, wore electrically heated flying suits. Nevertheless open cockpits at that height
must have been unbearable. Copious application of whale oil to
exposed faces helped to combat frostbite.
The DH-4 was liked by the pilots who flew it but it did have one
serious shortcoming. The 67 gallon was fitted between the pilot
and the Observer. In the absence of an efficient intercom system
the distance between them prohibited conversation. For that reason the bombsight was fitted on the floor beneath the pilot.

DE HAVILLAND’S FIRST MULTI ROLE AIRCRAFT
Everybody remembers the hugely successful WW2 De Havilland
Mosquito. It was used in various roles including as a bomber and
a night fighter.
But Geoffrey De Havilland designed and built a highly successful

It was quite a large aircraft for the time and had a wingspan of
42ft and a 30ft fuselage. Bomb load was 460lbs. Armament was
one forward firing Vickers .303 machine gun synchronised
through the airscrew and one Lewis .303 machine gun on a
flexible mounting in the Observers position. Maximum speed was
136 mph and would climb to 15000ft in 16.5 minutes. Absolute
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